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Abstract— In many applications such as TDMA cellular 
telephone, OFDM, Bluetooth, Satellite communication etc. 
QPSK digital modulation technique is used due to its higher 
bandwidth efficiency, higher noise immunity and simpler 
circuit. Simpler circuit is having lower cost, smaller size and 
lower power dissipation. In this paper a new circuit for QPSK 
modulator is designed which improves the area of the circuit. 
It is having lower logic elements than conventional design 
which provide same output. The circuit designing is 
performed on Active-HDL9.2 and implemented on Spartan II 
(XC2S30-5PQ208) FPGA board using Xilinx ISE9.1i and 
results are observed on DSO using Digital to Analog 
Convertor (DAC). The area of the design is found to be lower 
in total logic elements than the conventional design. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Modulation is the process of combining data signal with 
carrier signal to transmit it to the receiver for protection of 
the data signal from atmospheric noise or fading effect. 
There are two types of modulation techniques i.e., analog 
and digital. In analog modulation technique carrier signal is 
modulated with the help of analog data signal such as AM, 
FM, PM etc. and in digital modulation technique carrier 
signal is modulated with the help of digital data signal it is 
also called as keying technique e.g. ASK, FSK, PSK. 
Change in phase of carrier signal is called phase shift 
keying such as BPSK, QPSK, 8-PSK, 16-PSK etc. in 
general M-ary PSK where M is no. of phase shifts in the 
carrier signal. In QPSK, two signals can be modulated at a 
time. Its BER is lower than higher order PSKs such as 8-
PSK, 16-PSK etc which are easily affected by noise. 
Higher order PSKs consume more power and having 
complex circuitry as compared to QPSK. QPSK is having 
moderate data transfer speed, more bandwidth efficiency as 
well as power efficiency. 
 There are many applications where QPSK modulator is 
used, out of which few are of battery operated devices such 
as Bluetooth, TDMA cellular communication, Medical 
Implant Communication Services (MICS) etc. therefore it 
is necessary to minimize the area and power consumption 
of these devices. Digital devices are becoming smaller in 
size, hence considering this issue the lower size modulator 
is designed, which provides same output as conventional 
modulator. 

II. CONVENTIONAL MODULATOR 
A.  The model of QPSK 

The QPSK modulator can modulate two signals in same 
frequency band. Each signal is to be converted from analog 
to digital, this digital signal is encoded by encoder then 
modulation is takes place. One signal is modulated with 
sine and another with cosine which gives four (two of 
each) different phases, by adding these two phase shifted 
signals we get QPSK output signal [1]. 
 

 
Fig. 1 Conventional QPSK Modulator with two ROMs 

The above figure shows the block diag. of conventional 
QPSK modulator in which spconv2 (serial to parallel 
converter) block takes data (d) as input and separate it into 
two signals Q and I. There are two BPSK blocks, sin_inv11 
and cos_inv11. Each block is consists of a ROM, 
Subtracter and MUX which generate BPSK output 
waveform. ROM block give sine wave, subtracter give 
inverse sine wave and MUX block select each one 
according to sel input i.e. for sel as ‘0’, sin block produce 
sine wave and for ‘1’ it gives invert sine wave similarly for 
cos block. These four combinations of two inputs are added 
into adder block to produce QPSK as output waveform. It 
consists of total 9 bits (8 bits data and 1 bit carry). Carry bit 
is generated due to addition of two 8 bits data signal. 

B.  Mathematical equation of QPSK Modulator 
The QPSK signal can be given as  

SQPSK = 
Ts

Es2 cos( 2π fc t + (2i -1) /4 )                       (1) 

for i = 1, 2, 3, 4                                                                             
Where,  

Ts

Es2  = Constant amplitude with Es energy and Ts time 

period of the signal  
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fc= Frequency of carrier signal  
i = phase no. of signal as per the symbols of the data signal  
from the trigonometric equation given below,  

cos(A+B) = cos(A)cos(B) - sin(A)sin(B)                        (2)                                        

from eq. (2) we can write,  

SQPSK=
Ts

Es2 cos(2πfct)cos[(2i-1) /4]-
Ts

Es2 sin(2πfct)sin 

[(2i -1) /4]                                                                   (3)   

Fig.1. Shows that separate sine and cosine waves are 
generated which require two ROM’s to store these signals 
[2]. They are then modulated by the input binary data 
signal. These two signals are then added to generate the 
QPSK signal. All these process is discuss in [5] with design 
flow diagram. 

There are two signals in QPSK signal i.e. in-phase I(t) 
and Quadrature phase Q(t). Which is given in eq. (3) can 
be written as  

SQPSK = 
Ts

2 cos( 2πfct )I(t) - 
Ts

2 sin( 2πfct )Q(t) 

where,  
I( ) = Es cos[(2i -1) /4] and  

Q(t) = Es sin[(2i -1) /4] 
 
Output QPSK waveform with four different phase shifts is 
as shown in figure 2. In this, we can see that for each 
symbol phase angle of original signal is different. 
 

 
Fig. 2 Output waveform of Conv. QPSK modulator 

III. PROPOSED WORK 

We know that, day by day electronic devices are getting 
smaller in size also reduction in its cost. It means the area is 
one of the main factors while designing digital circuit. The 
required amount of components for any circuit should be as 
less as possible which produce same output. 

While designing any circuit all the other factors such as 
power dissipation, capacitance, clock timing etc. needs to 
consider and assure that all these factors are in certain 
limit. In this paper main focus is given on reducing the 
actual size of conventional QPSK Modulator by reducing 
the no. of logic elements in the design. 

From eq. (1) we can say that SQPSK is having only cos 
term, it means output waveform is consist of only cosine 
wave with different phase shifts according to variable ‘i’. 
Considering this factor, a ROM is developed which will 

generate only cosine wave with different values of ‘i’ taken 
as symbol or combination of Q and I i.e. 4 values. 

 
Fig. 3 Proposed QPSK Modulator with one ROM 

As shown in fig above the sin_inv11, cos_inv11 and 
adder are replaced by single block i.e. rom8. It takes Q and 
I as two input signals. According to change in input there 
will be change in phase of signal. Rom8 block is having 64 
different values of a sin wave. The particular symbol 
(combination of Q and I) starts the waveform from 
particular value for that phase. After that, sine wave 
continues until there is change in symbol. In this case there 
is no addition of two waves hence the output is of 8 bits 
and there is no carry. 

 

TABLE I  
PHASE SHIFTED SIGNAL FOR DIFFERENT INPUT SYMBOLS 

 
Above table shows that, the phase change of the signal is 

depend on the change in symbols, each symbol is having 
particular phase angle or signal pattern. In ROM these 
phases are achieved by selecting different symbols and 
starting the wave from particular value. 

The output waveform of proposed blocks, which is as 
shown below which is similar to the conventional 
modulator waveform. It shows same phases for each 
symbol. 

 
Fig. 4 Output waveform of Proposed QPSK modulator 

Symbol Bits S(t) Phase 
(Deg.) 

Mod. 
Signal 

S1 00 

Ts

Es2 cos( 2πfct +
4

5π  ) 
2250

 

S2 01 

Ts

Es2 cos( 2πfct +
4

3π ) 
1350

 

S3 10 

Ts

Es2 cos( 2πfct +
4

7π ) 
3150

 

S4 11 

Ts

Es2 cos( 2πfct +
4

π  ) 
450
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IV. RESULTS 
There are total four different designs, two for 16 values 

and two for 64 values ROM of conv. and proposed 
architecture are discussed in this paper and their device 
utilization are as shown below.  

TABLE II 
COMPARISON BETWEEN DIFFERENT DESIGNS 

Logic utilization 

16 values ROMs 64 values ROMs 
Conv.   
Design 

(A) 

Proposed 
Design 

(B) 

Conv. 
Design 

(C) 

Proposed 
Design 

(D) 
No. of slice flip 
flops 

117 75 131 75 

No. of 4 i/p 
LUTs 

220 141 309 210 

No. of occupied 
slices 

203 97 255 131 

No. of slices 
containing only    
related logic 

203 97 255 131 

Total no. of 4 
i/p LUTs 

381 178 470 247 

No. used as 
logic 

220 141 309 210 

No. used as 
route-through 

161 37 161 37 

No. of bonded 
IOBs 

12 11 12 11 

Total equivalent 
gate count 

3,380 1,954 4,068 2,400 

From results, we can see that design B is having lowest 
logic elements as compared to others. Design D shows 
large difference between all the parameters than design C 
and also design A. From this we can say that design D is 
better in area utilization than design C and A, while the 
design B is best among all. In this way the smaller size of 
QPSK modulator has achieved in proposed architectures. 

Design C and D is having total 64 values in their ROMs 
which take 64 clock pulses to read the one waveform data 
(data to produce one wave) whereas design A and B is 
having 16 ROM values and require 16 clock pulses. The 
speed of the design is depends on clock timing and the 
clock timing is depend on physical parameters in the circuit 
such as capacitance, inductance, loading resistance etc. All 
these parameters are affected by the area of the design. 
From this we can say that the speed of operation is depends 
on the size or area of the design. The comparison of clock 
timing (ns) of all the designs is as shown below.  

 
Fig. 5 Clock timing of different designs in ns 

From figure 5, design C takes 1.035ns less time than 
design B, since it is having larger size than design B. 
Conventional designs are taking somewhat lesser time than 
proposed one but it is having larger size. 

The comparison of power dissipation of all the designs is 
as shown below 

 
 

Fig. 6 Power dissipation of different designs 

In above figure, design D is having lowest power 
dissipation while it is having highest clock timing, as 
power dissipation depends on it, higher the clock timing 
lower is the speed of operation and lower the power 
dissipation.    

 
V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper the design is proposed on Spartan-II 
(XC2S30-5PQ208) FPGA kit and observed that with 
change in no. of blocks and logical coding, actual size i.e. 
no. of logic elements of the circuit changes. In this paper, 
we get the smaller size QPSK modulator which gives same 
output as the conventional modulator by making some 
changes in no. of blocks and logical coding. 

There are two types of designs developed in this paper 
i.e. 16 values (designs A and B) and 64 values (designs C 
and D) ROMs. ROMs in designs C and D take more size to 
store data and making circuit for it than designs A and B 
resp. Larger the size of ROM, sharper will be the 
waveform and gives fine phase shifts which help to detect 
easily at the receiver. But it takes higher logic elements at 
transmitter. 

The new design is developed by replacing some blocks 
(sin_inv11, cos_inv11 and adder etc.) by the only one 
ROM block containing different ROM values for a wave, 
the phase shifting is achieved by taking Q and I as input 
and starting the wave from particular value for particular 
symbol. 

From the results of clock timing we can conclude that 
larger size of the circuit take lesser time or having higher 
speed than smaller size devices. The power dissipation is 
inversely proportional to the speed of operation. Design D 
is having lowest power dissipation also it is having smaller 
size than design A; hence this design is developed despite 
design B is having smallest size. Designs B, C and D are 
best in area, speed and power dissipation resp. accordingly 
different designs are used in different applications. 
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